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those who arrived as children, has been at the

The policy closed half the gap in enroll-

forefront of public policy debates for many years, ment credits between likely undocumented stumost visibly through debate over the proposed dents and similar resident students. Our findfederal DREAM Act and the Obama Administra- ings on college applications suggest that the poltion’s implementation of DACA, making them a icy induced students to apply who would not
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otherwise have applied to college, despite hav-

In this paper, we study how a change in ing similar academic ability. We also do not find
college tuition policy in Colorado affected the evidence that ASSET crowded out enrollment of
enrollment behavior of undocumented immi- Colorado resident students who were not undocgrants relative to similar other students. The Ad- umented.
vancing Students for a Stronger Economy Tomor-

Taken together, our results show that the

row (ASSET) legislation (Colorado SB 13-033), ASSET legislation in Colorado, and perhaps simipassed in the spring of 2013, extends in-state tu- lar “state DREAM Acts,” can increase the college
ition eligibility to students who graduated from enrollment of undocumented students. More
high school in Colorado but are unable to pro- generally, our results reinforce previous findings
vide proof of legal residence. Our methodology that students are sensitive to the cost of college
compares students likely to be affected by the and suggest that tuition policies can have large
policy change to those who were not, and we impacts on students who would otherwise not
use student-level data from the Colorado De- attend college.
partment of Higher Education.
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